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Abstract :  Wire EDM (Electrical Discharge Machining) is a one of the assorted types and strong processes that integrates the 

electric present and fine wire to cut and shape metals, metal combinations and other conductive materials. It leaves a smooth 

surface that for the most part requires no further completing or cleaning. Accuracy Micro's high exactness CNC driven Wire 

EDM office is fit for creating accuracy, high angle proportion gaps and highlights with resistances of <± 5µm. Surface completes 

down to Ra 0.1µm can be accomplished, which in numerous occasions wipes out the requirement for consequent cleaning. The 

procedure is exceptionally precise and repeatable. It delivers especially exact, parallel sidewalls, permitting stacking while 

machining different parts from sheet material. Decrease cuts, free bends and complex shapes can be accomplished just by 

pivoting the hub of the wire previously or amid the procedure. Wire EDM highlights can be fused into parts fabricated by carving 

or electroforming, delivering angle proportions past the abilities of those advancements. The product is regular to our processing 

and turning activities, empowering work pieces to be effortlessly exchanged between machines for multi-pit work and high 

exactness wrapping up. Exactness Micro's Wire EDM is carefully determined, for all intents and purposes taking out the 

requirement for apparatuses and tooling for exceptional or low run creation run parts. Additionally completing is by and large 

superfluous and parts might be utilized quickly in gathering, limiting the time among plan and conveyance. Many Wire-EDM 

machines have received the beat producing circuit utilizing low power for start and high power for machining. Nonetheless, it 

isn't appropriate for completing procedure since the vitality produced by the high-voltage sub-circuit is too high to acquire a 

coveted fine surface, regardless of how short the beat on time is doled out. This manuscript focuses on the assorted perspectives 

and challenges associated with the Multi Wire EDM with the opportunities and related literature and optimization aspects.   
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Introduction 

In Wire Electrical Discharge Machining (WEDMing), or Wire-Cut EDM, a thin single-strand metal wire is sustained through the 

work piece, normally happening while in a submerged tank of dielectric liquid or deionized water [1, 2]. This segment cools the 

procedure and flush away the cut material. The Wire EDM process utilizes electric current to cut conductive materials leaving a 

smooth surface that requires no further completing or cleaning. This procedure is utilized to slice plates and to make punches, 

apparatuses, and kicks the bucket from any conductive material, including hard metals that are excessively troublesome, making it 

impossible to machine with different techniques, for example, metal permits, graphite, carbide and precious stone. The wire is held 

among upper and lower precious stone aides. The aides move in the (X-Y) plane controlled by a CNC, the upper guide can 

likewise move freely in the (Z-U-V) hub, enabling ascent to cut decreased and progressing shapes and can control tomahawks 

developments. This enables the Wire-Cut EDM to be customized to cut extremely complicated and fragile shapes. Wire EDMing 

is ordinarily utilized when low leftover burdens are wanted. Wire EDM has no additional leftover pressure since it has no cutting 

powers. There is little change in the mechanical properties of a material in Wire EDMing because of its low leftover anxieties.  

The cutting wire never contacts the material, the slicing itself is because of the disintegration that happens when a start shapes 

between the cutting wire and crude material. A regular Wire EDM process with comprise of a few passes, moving at different 

velocities. The primary passes are commonly quick moving, bring down precision to expel a lot of material [3]. Afterward, skim 

passes, will remember the cuts at lower speeds, evacuating less material yet enhancing the surface quality and exactness of the cut. 

In the event that intricate patterns are required, a pre-penetrated opening through a crude material can be strung with a Wire EDM 

and the machine can start cutting from that point. Applications for Wire EDM incorporate the production of expulsion bites the 

dust, blanking punches and metal and instrument manufacture. Wire EDM serves numerous businesses making parts for car, 

aviation, medicinal, vitality, kick the bucket/shape, modern and smaller scale producing. Wire EDMs are additionally found in 

various employment shops the nation over as the serve an essential piece of the part creation process. 

 

Multi-Wire EDM 

The approach of multi-wire electrical discharge machining is a novel and effective for the accomplishment of the high resultants 

from silicon carbide and silicon along with the transparent view [4]. The Multi Wire EDM makes it possible to cut steel through 

and other materials without applying heat. The Multi Wire based EDM machining works best with materials that conduct 

electricity, such as:, Tungsten, Copper, Carbon graphite, Stainless steel, Hast alloy, Bronze, Carbon steel, High alloy, Kovar, 

Inconel, Titanium and related many others [5]. 
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Figure 1: Multi-wire EDM System 

 

The Advantages of multi wire EDM includes the Accurate internal cuts, Precision, Intricacy, Short set up time, Tapers, Less lead 

times, Better results with optimization, Fine hole drilling and many others. 

 

 
Figure 2: Wire Driving Module in EDM 

 

Figure demonstrates appearance of multi-wire EDM cutting equipment involving multi-EDM control supply unit and wire driving 

part. The basic setup of wire driving part is schematically presented in the diagram. The wire terminal is bent spirally on wire 

guides 40 times along the wire coordinate pitch. The wire cathode is supported relatively by pivoting the feed heading, when the 

wire anode lands toward the complete of set travel length. Cutting examinations were finished by moving the module the slipping 

path toward the running wires between the wire sub guides. The wire sub guides were set up at the nearest side to the module 

remembering the true objective to settle the wire position. Conductivity piece for giving discharge heartbeat to the wire anode 

were put at the circumstance between wire helpers and wire sub guides. Most outrageous number of machinable wire anode is 

compelled to three as demonstrated by the amount of the multi-EDM control supply unit in this test, which can make three 

individual discharge beats in the meantime. 

 

Review of Literature 

[6] The work presented the manufacturing of micro-rotating aspects with the combination of micro reciprocated WEDM or wire 

electrical discharge machining and the strategy associating multi-cutting. The approach of mathematical modeling is done with the 

prediction of SR and MRR referring to surface roughness ad machining removal rate respectively. 
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[7] The manuscript presents the process of WEDM and Multi Wire EDM as the stochastic process that is having the huge quantity 

of control parameters. The experiments and implementations were done with the integration of Taguchi's method and PCA based 

approach. 

 

[8] The algorithm of Cuckoo Search based optimization is implemented for the optimization of wire EDM in parallel to Inconel-

690 and comparison with the algorithms of Particle Swarm Optimization and Genetic Algorithm. The benchmark datasets and 

functions are integrated in the work for the effectual results and outcome. 

 

[9] The work presents the numerical modeling for the prediction of rate of erosion with the Silicon. The kerf-loss is reduced in the 

work and the usage of multi-wire EDM is presented 

 

[10] In this manuscript and work done, the impact of wire EDM and Multi Wire EDM is presented with the evaluation of the 

conditions with the residual stresses. 

 

[11] The work on the cavernous investigation of the wire electrochemical micro machining of pure tungsten is presented with the 

proposal towards the optimization issues associated with the Multi Wire EDM. 

 

Challenges and Opportunities 

Looking at the Multi Wire EDM ideal conditions and disadvantages, the process is also best for materials that are solid as well as 

conductive, making Multi Wire EDM a procedure that isn't recommended for cutting tubing. The conductivity that must be 

remembered up keeping the ultimate objective to cut parts using multi wire EDM requires the parts to be held undauntedly set up 

without moving. Despite making basic peril of distortion to the tubing, this can reach the module, which shorts out the cut and 

makes the cutting wire break and the module to maybe have a "movement." Although you can establishment a tube can so that it 

will turn in the EDM machine, the method is overhauled for more awesome shapes and is not cost-practical for simple 2-center 

point cutoff of tubing. While wire EDM can more than once cut parts to lengths from 0.5" (12 mm) to 18.0" (450 mm) —and do 

all things considered with high dimensional accuracy  — the technique can't do short cutoffs, under 0.125" (3.175 mm). 

Additionally, a negative among the wire cut EDM inclinations and disadvantages is that EDM does not produce quality cut end 

surface finishes; in fact, it can result in surface cruelty that is routinely depicted as " craters of the moon". Considering the wire cut 

EDM great conditions and disadvantages, for applications, for instance, remedial contraption metal tubing that must be cut to short 

lengths and have a to a great degree smooth end finish, an elective system, for instance, thin-wheel unpleasant cutting will pass on 

the basic tight tolerance, sans  burr results and a flawless end cut without tube divider the shaping issues. 

 

Conclusion and Future Scope 

The work presents the usage of Multi Wire EDM that is found effectual in many instances and industrial processes. In addition to 

the existing processes, the usage of soft computing and meta-heuristic approaches can be integrated and associated to have the 

higher degree of optimization and elevated level of performance on assorted parameters and factors. 
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